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·CHAPTER 1. 
The Tragedy of the Gra~ks, known to modern civilization 
• 
only through the rew Extant playa or Aeschylus, Sophocles, ~nd 
Euripedes, constitutes a literature of gigantic original worl\:s 
whose significance to the J:iterary world points to immortality. 
'l'his in 1 tself is amazing when consideration ia given to .the 
comparative brevity of i.ts Golden Age,· the Sixth, 1111rth, and 
Fourth Centuries before Christ, where 1 ts transition from prim-
1 ti ve ohcu:•al odes in:tersp~rsed with dialogue to more complex 
epic forms with cho1·u~, is exceedingly rapid. It must also be 
remembered that the Greek '.I'ragedy was sel r-produc ing, showing 
no foreign . influence. ·The significant immortality doubtless can 
be explained by the fa.ct that 1 t contain~ elements as founda-
tion which le11d themselves for adaptation to· Wliversal cond-
itions: and as such constitute source for t.'!.nivorsal use and 
applioation •. Thia does not imply thut i.ts construction, Inter-
ior and Exterio1 ... 1 ; 1a one or loo aeness; quite to the contrary, 
the Classic Tragedy offe.rs limiting and exclusive laws or pre-
cepts which strictly iemand observance if the result be pleas-. , 
ing and in accord with Tragedy. These mani~ast tb.emselvqs in, 
first, External Form., and second, Inte:r:·ua.l structur•e. An exam-
ination of the latter reveals the outstanding element to be 
2 
that of Moral rrone. Thia doubtless is clarified when it is re-
membered that tlle Tragedy was itself an outgrowth and express-
ion of Hel igious li'ervor, tne nucleus of which was the Dithyramb 
titJ~iose purpose wris to describe in sorig the various episodes from 
the life of l3acchus, and to present these· episodes in concrete 
form by means of expressive mimicry and pantomime. In Tragedy, 
this religious· tone is developed into a background of strict 
" moralness whose purpose would be a conscious effort to detar 
man from Sin by depicting the Terrible and Piteous Rasul ts of 
Sin. This theu, involves an understanding of the Greolt Relig-
ious Th.o.ught 'to determine what,; in their rninds, was a Sin, and 
what were the contents of the Expiation. 
]'ate to the Greeks 'is the Om_nipotent Power, the All-
Powerful Ruler. It is tlle Law of Necessity wh.ich demands tl10.t 
the Univ('rsal Law of Justice, a moral ordinance governing the 
World always· ba administered regardloas of the consequences. 
The Agents who administer this Law are Gods, .personified lflorcea 
of Nature, the result of the Pagan imagination wrdch demanded 
a clear out and vivid idea o:f' certain pow_ers in Nature; thus 
the Pagan would adnut a human element in his Heligion in-thut 
·he thought of the Gods as looking and acting like himself only 
on a grander scale; a God was an Ideal; the best that he desired 
himself to be, th.at he imagined them. 'fhe primary element incar-
nated in this Ideal was Beauty. It was not always essential that 
the God be Good btlt he must be bee~l.J.·t::· ..... ul. Thus Beauty became a 
3 
virtue, a symbolical element in the Greek Religlon 1 tself, as 
something the ·worsh1ppe.c hud in a. concrete form before him, and 
somet'liing he endeavored t•J carry over· into hiu own Life as an 
Ideal to be attained~ Since these Gods were ghtan pov11er o'ler 
Humanity, to ohastize or reward they may be called Supremely 
Powarful Deities except thu.t they themselves are subject to 
the All-Powerful lf'ate who applies to them the Laws of Justice 
and Necessity with the same austerity as to man~ 
Any transgression of tlle Moral Law immediately sets 
fox~ces into action vmereby the transgressol" ultimately endures 
f'Ull expiation of the crime; henceforth h~ or ·anyone o.onnected 
·with him is at the mercy of b1ate under whoso will he can no 
more repel forces of Evil than he can willfully accept the 
forces of Good. His Path is set by ruthless Supreme Power v1ho 
embraces Revenge and the Anceirtral Curse as Virtues, ttie latter 
admitting unmerited suffering by descendants of the transgressor. 
Thus the i'agan ,:i,ould aclmit neitho~ .E1ree-will or lt,orgivern3ss fl.a 
a rE"n:a.rd for Repentance; a ·~in must be expiated only by like 
suffering. Herein ~Ne have Divine Retribution, the :foundation 
of·the Tragic Ideology. 
~Ti t.h such a. mo:t•al and serious baclt.grow .d tiJ.<~ i:L'rugE~dy 
limits itself in sub.ject mat~~er to sublime actiuntii of Beauty 
and Virtue incarnat~d in the Greelt IJytb.ology i~·self ~ Hriefly, 
in the way of l\.ristotle, »Tragedy is an imi·tation of Heroic· 
l 
Deeds, Piteoua and Terrible.u Thus, the Greeks used the drama 
1.Ariatotle, De Poetioajtr. by B.S.Bouch.ier,O:x:ford,19u7,p.9. 
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as a medium of rafigious instruction by depicting to the spec-
t\3.tor Divine Retribution in such a rtay that the action insiJired 
in hiB heart reactionary emotions of Pity and Terror, tlle stim-
· ulus for '~vhich is the portrayal df; 
1 
l~ A friend killing a friend. 
2. 1''1ratricide. 
3.. Ma trio ide. 
The most. effective methods of accomplishing such deeds are the 
ones which inspire tb.e greatest Pity and Terror as; • 
1. Kill lmoiningly and vii th intent .. 
· 2. Kill by mistulrn · 
2 
3 .. Recognize victim before killing. 
Such elements of i.nternal str·ucture as these, involving great 
moral qu~stions, sublime actions, and terrible deeds, could in 
the minds of the tragic _;..1oet 1 only be manifested· throuc;h. ale-
\ 
ments of corres1>0nding lineage in the External Structure. 
Th'J.S the poet exclusively demanded as characters, Gods, 
demi•Gods, and heroes of the i\r'iatooracy. ll1urthermore in order 
to. prevent any subordinate ltlld unnecessary thougt1t o.r action 
to distract from the ruling motive of the l?lcty, he not only 
limited his charac·ters· in l<ind but ill num'ber and allowed no 
more t .. han tl1ree actors'. r.rllis gi VC~B rise to the Unity of. Action 
upon nhioh is laid the construction of all the Tragedies. Brief-
ly, it is an imitation of a single action of a oonaistant whole, 
complete, entire, V'JhoHe po.rtg are connected in such a manner 
1. Aristotle, op. cit. p. 19. 
2. Idern. p.28. · 
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that not 011a could be al te;: ed without impair int; the Whole. 
Furthermore this action and its developement a.re seen from the 
first, introducod by a Prologue del ivex·ed by a.n actor, as it 
distinctly was not the purpose of the poet to introduce com-
plex and surprising situations !or such would not coincide with 
the theme of Irony of Destiny and li1utility of Human Wisdom. 
Rather did he concentrate on the ethHml significance of the 
action which dnveloped steadily onwa,rd to a F~1tal Issue in the 
form of a Oatastroph,2, o. destructive and lanwntabla action en-
vol ving Pain, Deathi or Mutilo.'tion. Since the, poet preferreo.\to 
let the speotE:1tor know from :the. first the goal toward vvb.ich. the 
• I 
cha.rac ters are drift1ng 1 the denouement, or .oatnstro_pge is often 
put first, nnd the excitement is supplemantt:1d by one or ·tw:i seen-
es in which the sufferer gradually calms down from the first 
paroxysm of grief into a. state of· recognition a.nd resigned ace-
eptanco. Furti1Gl~more,, in order that the emotion of tho opectator, 
be thnt of Pity and Terror exclusive of repulsion, tho Tragic 
.poet ciomandetl that the catastrophe be enacted behind the scenes 
a.rid aubse,q~Hmtly r~VE~aled. fn narr:1ti ve by mess<3ngers. 
Besideu: ·the Unity of Action, Tragic Precepts generally. 
embrace· obser.vanca of the Uni ties of rl'ime and. Cl ace in order to 
incroaso the illusion and to produce roalism; the last decrees 
that the entire ·o..ction ha.pp<.m in a cortn.in place detornined from 
the beginning, usually before a Greek Tomplo,altar, or b-rave. 
The Time Unity limit~ the ·action to a cer~ain poriod 1 for thoy 
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believed th.at the duration of events should be precisely that 
of the representation.· Such theory ca1mot be too strictly oen-
sured and condemned by modern audiences when it is recalled 
that 'rragady employed a chorus o:f tvvelve people· who served as 
Witnesses throughout the play to all actions and whose lyrical 
antro.ncEJ and exit marked first, the only technical division in 
the external . struc.ture of the play, and second, any change in 
the action; ·thus serving ~ls an indicl:.t6r of scenes as well as as 
indicator of acts. Its uftimate aim, aside rrom f3tl",'ucture, concerns 
itself vvi th; 
l~ Giving of counsel. 
2 .. Expressing its opinion on passing events. 
3. Co1weyi~1g through emo.tion and .chant, t.he 
impressions it llad of these evell'ts. 
a. Sometimes praye~s for help. 
b. Sometimes recollections of similar actions 
in other old.legends. 
Hence to suppose that a. cl12.r:.~cter could be accompanied by the 
entir'e chorus of 9ame e,roup of' :Nitnesseu from place to place 
trvtth intervoningpariodb of Time would suggest grent inV{3ri-
similitude~· and even ridiculous impossibility. 
,, 
One of the beautiful c-u.:;yectu of Groelt Tragedy is tho 
gener.~~l impression of c:lea.rness and 1.nell-defined consistancy 
in its purpose, thf.Hile, and action; doubtl<;:;ss, aside from the 
points discussed, the law pertaining to cha.ract\~r verisinil-
itude has some influential relation this atmosphere. Such a 
7 
precept demanded the clear distinction between characters,, re-. 
qtih"ing the same. character to remain throughout as portrayed 
and characterized in·t,he beginning. Thus a. messenger iB not to 
speak as a King not• is a King to speak as. a God, but each is 
to speak and act as befitting his s~ation. 
With such a mythological background, it is not surp-
rising that the Gree~:;. Tragedy admit:.~ extensive une of SlllJHr-
natural elements as manifestad in; 
1. Appearance of Deities as ac.tors thus putting Goda 
and lleroes on the stime stage~ 
2. ·Appnri tiona. 
a. Uagicnl appearance of Gods and· Goddesr,es to give 
advice and aid protege6s out of difficulty. Buch 
were presented over the stage aloft by means of 
the "ex machina0 • 
b. Allegoricril appearance. 
The personification of a passion,· Virtue, or sen-
aation to ex.;.'ilain any psychology of pErnuliar act-
ion 0 r a 'character. 
c. Appearance of Souls of tile dead, Ghosts, and Seek-
ing Departed Spirits whose purpose is to disclose 






Though both Aristotle and Horace co!1demn the use of the sup-
8 
erno.tural and say• 0 Bring in, no God unloss a crisis comes 1Nhich 
1 
calla for Buch a help, n perhaps what they condemned most was 
the element of mi:~.gic, the out~tuhding reason for which would 
, seem to be its failu.ra to instill any element of reality, ~vith 
a tendency to produce e?raggeration to such ·an· extent aB to 
decrease Belief. But, regardless of thist if one were to discard 
all su1Jernatural from.the Greel·rn,' 1 .. rn.e would discard a great'daal 
of Beauty for the Tragedierin~s succeed(~d in implanting in their 
'drama.s rauoh :from the Religious thought of i:,,heir civilization 
through the use of tl1e supernatural wllich would be a. ruthor beau-
tiful expression of their religious feeling. 
In concluding, it might be ·well to keep in minci the ess-
en ti al s Ari s·to tle laid down for a Tragedy; 
1. Plot. 
a. Irony of Fate. 
b. Catastrophe. 
a. Disclosure of mistaken identity, 
2. Hero(;)' s oharuoter tuU~)t be· that of moderate excellency 
or one wl10 falls into miGfortuno onil'1g to a mistake o:f 
the l<ind cotnmi tteJ by men of higb. rank and fortune. 
3. 'Iransi tion must be fx·om good to 111 i occassioned not 
by wioh:ednei:H5 1 but by sonw serious error,. 
4. Unhappy endinG mo~3t ouited. 
1. 
Horace, Epistles with the Al .. s Poetica: a lit. tr. by A·H·Bryce, 
London, 1915,p.280. 
CHAPTER 2. 
Till~ CLASSICAL CQ§QX• 
An ~xamination of the Greek Tragedy revealed it to be 
a natural expression and outgrowth of the Greek Religion and 
Thought with its Sublimity ~nd Idealism of Beauty and Virtue. 
Likewise_, the classical comedy .manifests i~eelf as a liter~ry 
expression 'ivhicb. is an echo of certain Philosopl1ical Thoughts 
\ 
of. the day. While tlle Muse of the Greek Poet found _a natural 
outlet in Greek Tragedy for his religious feelings, in a like 
manner did he find an outlet for his more popular, pol itica1, 
and common feeling in a literary expression based on Satire, 
the germ of which was the « commus " or Phallic Song, the 
hymn employed in the worship of Bo.cchus whose purpose wn.s to 
expel maChi .·n influfmcas .by abusing anti ridiculing them ir11 th 
most violent language. Greeco of the .F'i!th and li'ourth Centuries 
before Christ not only was a pl~ce where 1man went abqut 1norsh-
1pping F'orce::; of Nature and Pe~""sonified Dai ties, but it also 
concerned itsolf v11th.Law, Goverrunent·, Politics, and Gocial 
conditions wherein is found the background of the Old Greek 
l 
Comedy exemplified by Aristophanes who developed the Sa.tire 
of the Commus, applying it to caricature of contemporaneous 
personages, conditions, and ideas with the primary purpose of 
~!!!Ut3emonl· Thia, ~rd th it:::; cho:"us, its contents, its complex 
teclmical divisions, its caricature and fantasy is as far diff-
erent from the Tragedy as it is from the Hew Comedy of Menander 
l. Haigll,A.E. ,Tragic Drataa of th<.'} Greel\:s, Oxford, l896 7p•240. 
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and Philarnon ·which definetely aims to represent the real 1,·10rld: 
and aa such, may be said to humanize <Jomedy. 
It ia thi.s type, rather than the ·Old ·satirical tmd .b .. an-
tastical Comedy of Aristophanes t.tlhich serves as a. source and 
model for the Latina, the. essential elaments they would adapt 
being; 
1. Delinao.t1on of character. 
2. Love. 
3. Portrayal of the lax morality of tile Age. 
The last necessitates an investigation into the trend of the 
!!.atin Thought of v1hich a trace iB· seen in the Ne.w Comedy of 
the Greeks. Thus, it will bf~ saen that Uom.e.dy is a natural) 
literary expression, symbolical of the Gradual Change.in thought, 
developing :from tlle deeply Spiritual o.nd Devout Heverence of the 
Groalcs to that 01" mockery and open questioning of the Latins as 
to the veracity of the Divinities and Divina .flower, which is 
expressed in the acceptance of, Doubt and Science, demanding 
Proot for any Belief, and leaving not.h.ing to the Imagination. 
The results of such a theory neceusarily manifest themselves 
in the mode of Life of the average H.9man.· He found no interest 
in the Greelt Tragedy for he contradicted its very foundation, 
moral tone, and oa~ed notb.ine for its beautiful lezends. His 
was a temoerament thu.t <.hnna.n1ed sH"',,il~fact.ion in l~eon excite-
~ . 
ment, in materialism, in free reign or the feelings and passions 
believing that vice can only be cured by vice. 1"'1 would seem, 
Life to him meant Indulgence to the fullest extent, thus his , 
ll 
inclinations and .. tnsteB found ex1:ression in 1mntomimists, juc-
glers, glndiatora, wild beast .fights where blood and excitement 
ldndled his interest and abtained his·. applause. 
Therefore, the tlramu·c1st , realizing the futility of app-
ealing to any high moral emotion, and himself discartling them, 
limited l1is. af~prts to strict a.n1user;1ent a.nd diveruion, llis 
purpose being to sa.tisl"y the pleasure-seeking desire of the mob. 
Small wonder that the Tra.gf)dy soon beoume extinct aa it ob- . 
tained no berth in· .the ndaptution of the Latin. rihereas the 
Greek immorta.11 zes the Trugedy, the Latin cla.im·a the Comedy 
even though an imitation of the New Greek Comer.iy, The result ·1s 
intensely practieal for it is a Comedy·of Manners wh:toh did not 
excite the noisy laugh o·f tlle Old Gomedyt but arnuo(;d juot as 
Lif'e itself amuses, by tru.nsrering identical· elements from tll(' 
Stage to popuh1.r application in Life. Briefly, in the way of 
1 
Aristotle, ° Comedy· is an imitation of an action, trivial and 
luct.icrous, ending wit~h a smile wb.e:t"e tho bittereBt enemies tnalk 
out arm in,t:1.Tm.r' An ex~mination of.the coirnt1tuents of ~uch an 
action roveal~3 strict distinction betv1een a ludicrous action 
envolving pain and a ludicrous aotion envolving the ridiculous 1 
as portrayed through wit and humor. Any suggef1tion of the fJrmer 
is condemm~d as ~Hn:ious, involving sor1·01iv a.nu t1'agic emotions 
of Pity anti Terror .. 'n1us, 'the Ridiculo.us must contain no feeling · 
·but the spontaneous .emotion producing a smile or clluokle .Though 
Love.forms an important element, it is the ludicrous of L~ve 
l. Opp. oit. P• 25. 
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minus any taint of the tender emotions ·which makes possible 
the introductior1 of a thousand domestic.: interest:..) of petty 
intrigues, interesting situatio·ns, ;:tnd unexpected coi:ipilations; 
thus being ·a: mirror of Life, the author avoided historical and 
political subject as being too high for f:;ucll popu.le.r portrayal. 
Necessarily to comply with this. popular purpose, . the 
characters, to portray pri1.rate.Life, mnst be e.dapted from Priv-
ate Lif'"e, and as such. muat contain no Hlement of the Aristoc-
racy tor to do such implies a higl1ar level of Thought and ad-
mits ot· the Serious. Thus "t"Jf •.f find por~traya.ls of 't,he gool, clover 
and unprincipled slave, greedy parasite, and tyrannical oourt-
. 1 
oaan a.G tmiversal cllaracters. Thougll tlwrE1 was no li.mit to the 
number of charaeterB which varied with necossi ty for Heal i t.y, 
the comedienne '.vould not thus a.1.low any looseness of plot·, lrnt 
lilrn the tragedienne, embrac(;d the dt•arautic principle of Unity 
of Action ~:md Theme, concentrating; "'vhe attention on one ranin 
thoush't With strict exclusion of any action unrelate:::.l to the 
primary act1c;n us such would ·tend to di Vide t11e attention and 
· wenl~en tho plot. This pr inc i_ple, ho·~· ever, does not exclude the 
introduction, quite common in Latin Comedy, of a dui)licata plot 
where in place of one gallant v1ho would win fa.vor with his cour-
tesa·n by money falsely acquired ±·rorn tLi.e aus1)ic1ous father; we 
hn.vo two, ·w11ich would eru11)le more com1Jilations, hence more of 
wit and the ridiculous. Such a practice manifests a certain de-
linae..tion of cl.10.1"'a.ctcr VJith strict obuervance of character ver-
13 
isimili tude implanted by tao Greel·~s who required t11e ne .. tural 
developemcnt of a_ character tllrout;hout in an endeu.vor ro pre-
vent. any unreal 1 ty and exaggorat ion. li1ur"therr101:-a, it change;:;; 
the developemcnt of the uc~ion or plot to a somewhat different 
treatment, from that of the Grf::mlrn,·nho, as has lrnen noted., ma.de 
..... 
no attem1~t to puzzle the audience or• ·to ew L .. them in eu;:~pense 
as to tho lfla tal ls sue; the Comedy though;.· a. consi s tan t whole, 
admits eler:rnnts of sur2rise or complexity~ supplemented by sud-
I ._•'. • 
' , , \ , \.I ·~ • , ; \ ' , 1 , I 
den and unexpec·tHd roo6griitions ae source for·":~;it and tile rid-
··i \ ~ 
iculous, · and as such juBti:f:ted for use. h. ~ertai.n. taferi't and 
ability of technio in. introducing these elements ':Ji t-1'.1 the da-
sired .sttrprising effect must have been r~J<.1uired in the plays 
of Plautus, for the· entire ac t"ion was outlined. and ace essi bla 
to ·tl1e spectator in a brief sumn::.\ry preceeding every. plD.y. 
This was ravealecl in tile Prologue delivered by on.o of the char-
ac ters of tl~e play or a specified raytholot;ical porson~~~e. des-
1 
.ignated for such a purpose. Hov:awer, in addition to a nummary, 
Plautus accepted in his Pro)_ogue, witty appeall) to the audience 
regarding i.moh trivial matters and ridiculous problems as re-
quests to le:::..ve the babies ut homo, protests again;;.'.it noisy ch11-
dren, cl1at-tering t~iives, e·~c .. Terence· on t_,lle other hand, ·in '11hom· 
is found strict olioorvance of·the Greek ·comedy, both in l1truct-
ure and content, as opposed t..:. the i.:..v~·a :;;;opu.1ar· and Dod0rn 1:.lau-
tus , would e:x:clude.any referenne to plot .or action and limits 
l 
himself to a personal appeal for pI .. aise from the audience> 
1. Arnphitryon, found in Hixon,Plautus v,1ith an Eng.·-Tr.,vol. 1, 
N. Y. t l 916 1 p. 5 • 
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Herein he honestly inforras them .r.·rom which source he hus borr-
owed his piece,· or he may present charges of unfair dealing 
.levied o.gainst hlm ,or lastly, he may litnit himself to a. con-
demnation of t.he lax morality of the Romana exemplified in .Plau-
tus. 1rhus it is not mlrp~'is:tng that the audiences or Terence re-
striot.ed itself to the cul turod fevv who oared f'or the Greek 
ortginals, while the a.udience of Plautus ·was m11elled with the 
popular mass. 
Ina.smuch that the Comedy discarde the use of the cllorus ~s 
boing too fantastical. and unreal for a true r~presentation of 
Life, less strict observance of the i 1ime and Place Uni ties is 
made ·possibl~, as ~eil as thti necessity of devising a means for 
tecb.nical division to show a change in tl1.e action. The lat'ter 
is q.ccomplisned through a defin.itfJ division. .of.the play into 
five acts in ·whJ.ch ·ch.e transition may include, accordint: ·to 
.Plautus, tl1ough· denied by the cl as sic Terence, changes in the 
Time and I·;lace; however this ch<.u1ge ia· nevor so great as t.o cre-
ate inveri similitude anc~ exaggeration. 
Contrary to the Old Greek Uomedy 1 which surround.Hd one 
in an atmosphere of .h~antasy, imaginary realms, and allegorical 
constructions> ·tht3 popula:c p:t';;.;,.oticmbility of the Latin ~omedy 
:(orbada any sucl:1 supernatural olemants as unreal and too sugg-
estive of h.igb.er thoughts. They did. h.0 1·'sever admit D._ny .element· of 
the supernatural which would offrn .... a resultant amusing c.ind rid-
iculous si tue.tion arising rrerhaps . from mistaken idf::ntity; thus 
15 
they would tend to popularize certain such elements from old 
Greek legends and portray them with no thought of fiction, but 
rather for the amusement derived therefl"om. 
Iirorn what has been said a short comparison of 1rragedy 
and Comedy can be drawn up; 
Tragedy Comed:z 
1 .• Purpose 1. Eur:po se 
2 ff# 
Portrays a superior being to Portrays an inrerior being to 
modern man.. Aim is to irni t- modern man,. Airn is to imitate 
ate persons better than· those persons vvorf.rn than tbo se of 
of ordinary life. ordinary life .• 
De fi nit !Q.!! . 2 .• Qtlinition. 
Tragedy is an imitation of a Comedy is an imitation of a 
per feet action, and of act- . trivial or 1 ud icro us act ion, 
ions which. are terrible and ending \•Ii th a smile vd1era the 
piteous,~ bitterest enemies Walle out 
arrn in arm,. The ludicrous lim-
1 ts itself to. a·defoct or an 
ugliness free from pain, e,. g. 
the comic· mask i a ugly and 
misshapen without implying 
. pain.. 
3,. Basis. 3. Basis 
As a rule, lack of senti- Love,. Howevor it ait;m to paint 
ment of Love and Sexual Passion. the ludicrouB of Love .• " The 
expression ot"' real tenderness 
the feeling that lies in reg-
ion between sport and earnest, 
4. Dramatic Prino!n,la 
Unity of Theme. 
5 • SUREn~na. tural El ernent · 
,stressed.· 
6. Sub;}~ 
Noble and e.ris.tooratio. 
7. Source 





is rare among the Romans. u 
4. Dr™1ic Princinl.e 
Unity of Theme. 
5. Su2erna tm~al El Gfilfil!!!. 
Not stressed. 
6. §ub,jects. 
Human and direct from life. 
Co mrao n e.nd vulgar. 
7. Source 
Imagination and feigninc;. 
8. f_urpo§_e 
Diversion and entertainment. 
l.l"owler, H. N. ~A History of Roman Literature., N .Y., 1903,p.,56. 
CHAPTER 111. 
'£HE SP AMISH DR.t\MA BlfFORE JUAN DE LA.Jil!m!.. 
The deVelopement of the Spanish Drama follows a very 
similar path to that of the Greek in respect' to origin and 
later develop>ement, viz., first a manifestation of the early 
Christian Religion, then as a medium for int'itruction of Re-
ligious Thought and sirnple worship, and lastly, the gra,dual 
developement of the dram~ into a realistic representation of' 
Life, thus founding the profane theatre in which foreign in-
f'l uence is felt• Brie fly, 1 ts developement may be tabula tad 
l 
below. 
A discussion of the .dramatic atmosphere and condition 
of the theatre in the later Sixteenth Century, Cueva•s era in-
volves treatment and examination of the two elementary tend-
encies prevalent at this time for a more cornplet understanding 
of Cueva' s own theatre. These tendE~ncies manifest themselves 
aa, first, National Theatre or popular character, and second, 
Classical Tendency. A reference to the Ta'ble of Dramatic De-
l 
velopement will show the former to have developed from the 
primitive religious theatre, the germ of wllich is tile Liturg-
ioal Drama which was but the ceremony of Mass within the Church 
itself, and constituted the representation· of diffe~ent scenea 
from the Life of Christ, all of which. ~.vere in Latin and in-
luded cllanta of which .the " tropos" or hymns were an import-
--------------------------------







~ Liturgical Dramas 
Auto de los Reyes Magos. 
Mystery and Morality Plays 
I':. 
I 
Gomez r1anriqu0--A la muerte de 
nuestro precioso redentor. 
~ Farsa! del 1Jac imiento, l:luerte, 
·' y resurreccion. 
I 
A. Religious Fa.rgas. 
l.Pasto~al Religious 
2 .Allegorical H.el ig. 
3 .Fopul ar. 





. b. Tragi-Comedy or 




















Autos 2.Spanisll Farsa 2. Original Wor 








b • Pasos 
c. Comedy & Farsa 
111. IJa tiona.l Drama. 
A. Gornedia 





(3). Aut.os sacramentales. 
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ant ele.mant. It wa.a only with elements of struggle that any def-
1n1 te dramatic shape of secular character could develope, for the 
Inquisi ti.on proved to be a dangerous force that h~td to be reck-
oned with if progress in dramatic construction was to be made. 
The condemnation of any popular elements of profane character 
doubtless oan be traced as far.back as the Sixth and Seventh cen-
turies to the fusion of the Bacchic pagan procession or Which a 
remnant still lingered, with. those of the Chr.istian processions 
and festivals;' thereby introducing and leadifag to conditions 
where the emotions are carried to excess, even into the Churches 
where dancing and clerical burlesque manifested a strong devel-
opement. Though legislated against by Holy Ordinance, this con-
dition continued in a modification, and in later centuries, pop-
ular paid actors known.as " Juglares 0 were employed to assume 
the roles denied the Priests and Clericals. Thus, later on, at 
the beginning' of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries, when 
Enoina, Fernandez, and Vicente would portray aecularized actions 
the Inquisition jealously intervened, and perhaps imagining in 
them some trait or the early irreverent at t.i tude, . strio tly for-
bade public representation of any kind but Mystery and Morality 
Plays dealing with the Divinity, whose Golden Jlge was the Twelvth 
-and Fourteenth Centuries. Though. the Holy Interdict was not re-
moved until 1573, by tha.t time the Profane.Theatre had assumed a 
, definite shape, a.s noted, through the techn1o and innovations of 
Enoina and followers, Rueda, and the foreign influence of the 
20 
Italian comediette, exemplified in Nabarro. Furthermore, it 
had even gone so tar as to see the popular pr.es.entation of 
· plays through the efforts of the acto~-playwright Rueda and 
his company of strolling actors. A germ of ~his is even seen 
·by 1492 with the advent of Eno1na. Suoh a developement is not 
surprising when it is remembered that the Patron Sa.int of the 
Theatre was the system whe~eby Houses of the Aristocracy de-
manded, as a member of their oourt, a professional playwright 
or court poet, who was so employed to compose plays for re-
ligious festivals hon~ring designated scenes from the Divine. 
Life. It was not long before such festivals adm~tted plays hon-
oring entirely secular subjects, embracing Pastoral~ Allegorical, 
( 
Patriotic, or Satirical elements derived from the lyrical poets 
of the time, w1 th the ul tima.te profane adaptation of the short 
Spanish fa.rsa of Enoina, P'ernandez, and V1o·enta into the more : . 
advan~ed Spanish ~omedy of the .type of Rueda and Timoneda, the 
tollowers or Torres Nabarro, who adopted the Ror.uantio Comedy of 
Italy to the Spanish theatre, thereby instituting a change and 
innovation both in structure and treatment. The outstanding el-
ement .would be his ·reference to La tin Classical Comedy, and his 
adaptation ·or some Latin precepts with additional elements of his 
own originality plus the Italian oomedietta. Briefly, his preo- . 
epts. outlined in the introduction of the Propaladia, a collect-
. ion of his eight comedies .appearing in 1517, are characterized 
by the following classical tendencies; 
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1. He quotes Cicero," Comedy is a copy of Life, a 
l 
mirror of' oustoms, 'and a reflection of truth." 
2. He agrees with Horace that the five act division is 
necessary. 
3. He ba.cl\.s Aristotle and says that Propriety must be 
observed by assigning to e·aoh hie proper place. 
4. He would oQserve the Unity of Action. 
Then he advances his own ideas and says; 
l." Comedy is fictitious material with the appearance 
2 
of Truth. 11 · 
2. That there are two kinds---Comedia notic1a 1 or that 
which is actually seen,and 
Comedia. fantasia, or that 
whioh is purely Romantic. 
3. The number of persons limits itself from six to twe-
lve. 
4. The acts must be in the form of Jornadaa. 
Actually in his works, he carries over these classical tenden-
cies with the addition of; 
1. Introits or Argumentos. '11he latter ia merely a verse 
I 
summary of the plot in the manner or Plautus exclu-. 3 
sive of other elements. Menendez y Pelayo suggests 
that tlle Introit is probably of Italian origin after 
Giovan Giorgio Al1one, and has no relation to the 
piece, but is a "buffon rustioo" that bids the audience 
l. crawford,j. P.W. Drama before Lope de Vega, Univ. ·Of' Penn.,. 
1923,p. 18. 
2. Na.harro, Torres,Propaladia,Libroa Otonos, vol .12,p.9" 
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be attentive and refers to some past " pasillo graoioso". 
2. lntroduces the sly servant who schemes around to help 
his.master. 
3 • Discove·ry of Mistaken Identity. 
I 
4. Connict of w111s. 
In addition, the new steps are; 
1. Now aonunon-plaoe inoidants of the Romantic Comedy as tlie 
infatuation of a gallant for a young lady,.with the ex-
change of vows of undying love. 
2. First interview with musioa.1 accompaniment. 
·a. Reproduction in a lower key by the servants of the inoi-
. dents or the love soenea a.nd secretive meetings~ 
·4. Progenator of the type of oomedia known as the 11 ·oapa y 
espada. u 
Though the Inquisition interfered with prompt following 
of the Propaladi a in the Spanish Theatre, Rueda and T imoneda, at 
last would davelope the Spanish Comedy into a more appealing, 
definite, and determined shape; thus they construct plays in the 
way of Naharro substituting Italian character by Spanish. How~ 
ever Rueda !a remembered more for his developement of Fasos: 
short, original, farcic.a.l scenes with no purpose other than that 
of oomio relief• for 'they were er.iployed between acts of the long-
er comedies. 
1 
Thus, after the mariner of So ha.ck the Spani.sh Co rnedy at 
this t1ma is a romantic and popular .representation of Life whose 
l. Schack,A.lf', 1 Hiatoria de la Li teratura y el Arte Dramatioo 
en Eapafia, Madrid, 1885,vol. 111, p.104. 
principal motive was· Intr'igue, and v1:t>.o sa characters only con-
tribute to·the unraveling of the intri~U,~ in which there is no 
direct moral end. 
An examination or Tragic developement involves a die-
oussion of the second tendency in the dramatic atmosphe-re of 
Cueva'.a immediate era, that of classical interest, antagonistic 
to the popular theory,· beginning in the Sixteeth Century and 
manifesting ~tself in tbl;"e~ forms; 
l. Translation 
2. original Works 
l 
3. Dramatic Precepts and Theories. 
Sriafly, Translation ooncarns itself with the following; 
l. Villalobos translated the Amphytrion or Plautus. It ia 
truly done, without any addition .or removing, with the 
exception o! the Prologue, which is a representative 
one ot Plautus, being directed solely to the audience 
of his civilization, therefore unappropr1ate for a 
Spanish audience of the day of Villalobos. 1515~ 
2. 1528. Hernan Perez de Oliva rendered a free transla-
tion in prose of; 
a. The Electra of Sophocles ·entitled, La Venganza de 
Aga.r;1e.1J.non, whioh is the first vera'ion of Sophocles . 
2 
in any modern language . 
b. Th~ Hecu" a of Ei.:.ripedes entitled, Hecuba triste, 
where h~ aband~ns the classical division into five 
i.see above, Table of Dramatic Contents,p. 18. 
2.Cra,•Jford; J.P.W., Spanish Drama before Lope de Vega, Univ. of 
,Penn.,i923,p.44. 
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acts, and also the. metrical structure 1 and attempts to replaoe 
the Greek religion living th.rough tradition by the moral atmos-
phere based on Christian sentiments. 
3. 1540. Juan Boscan translated tragedies from Euripedes. 
4. 1570--1577. Pedro Simon de Abril translated: 
l 
a. The Plutus of Aristophanes. 
2 
b. The Medea of Euripedes. 
o. Adapts six comedies from Terence. 
. 4 
5. 1577--1580. Timonada. adapts: 
a. The Menaechmus of Plautus. Though a't times is free 
translation, also oonta.ins slight changes in names, 
places, and form. It oonaists of thirteen short 
soenea w1 th at1 Introi t 1 aa opposed to the olass-
1cal five act division. 
b. Ampbitryon of IJlautus. 
Analogous with the de.velopement of classioC\l translations, arose 
5 
original dramas, composed in the st;z:le of' the classics but en-
tirely original in plot manifested in the first tragic drama, 
5 
the Lucrecia ·or Juan Pastor, 1521, which thoug11 dealing in Ho-
man historical subject does not observe the olassioal regulat-
ions. It has no division of acts, jumps from place to place, and 
allows passage of days. yet the tone is Tragio, it dea1s·w1th 
ao.tiona terrible and piteous though of i;opula.r . subject, and it 
7 
deserves attention because Cueva.' a La Muerte de Virginia could . . ' . 
1.Hickie,W.J.,The Comedies of Aristophanes,vol. 2,Lorur;-;1889. 
2.Way,A.S. Euripedes with an Eng. Tr., vol.4,N. Y. ,1912. 
3 .Sa.rgeant.,J., Terence \W1i th an Eng. rrr. •vol. l & 2 ,N. Y., lilCMXll ,pp 1, ff. 
4.0ohoa.Euganio de, r.resoro del Teatro Eapanol;vol. l,Paris,1~38.. . 
5.See page 18. 
6 .. Revue Hispanique, vol. 27,Pa.ris, 1912. 
7.Sooieda.d de Bib. Esp. vol. 41.,Madrid,1917. 
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va-r;y ''t'ell be read as a sequel ... Qui ta d:d.fferent is the second 
1 
manifestation of tlle classical ot•iginal works, the two uN1ses .. 
of Jeronimo Bermudez, l577i which would strlotly adhere to clas-
sic foi;-m and external structure~ with an attempt to transfer such 
_,!~ 
from the Tragic atmosphere of· the Ancient World to that of mod-
ern interest. Thus he reverts to modern history, strictly im-
2 
itating the Portuguese play•" Castro " by Ferreira •. His tend-
ency to Pagan ideas of Thought 1 or Revenge, ·and Justice manif-
est.ad ·by violent catastrophe would app~ar 'too extreme and rad-
·ioal, unreal, and exaggerated for acceptance and belief by a mod-
ern civilization, and his clasi;;ical structural observances even 
to the use of a. choJ:"US heightens th.is strange and overdrawn 
atmosphere. However he .is entirely suaoessful in his portrayal 
of' Beauty exemplified in a background of Moral t.rone full · o:r 
emotional reactions of Faith, Loyalty, Love, and Unselfishness. 
The only other Tragedy based on clasLioal influence or models or 
3 
thought is the 11 Eliso Dido " of Virues, published in l6U9 but 
written about 1550. It is an imitation of EuripedE1s and shows 
classical influence in the five act diVi~ion and the observance 
of the Unities. 
Thus, though the classical reminiscence at this time waa 
rather limited in actual works, it was sufficient to stimulate 
an active interest in the ola.ssioal theory, 'for the latter part 
of the Sixteenth Century ia marked by the appearance of Poetic-
al Precepts modeled afte~ the or1g1~al classical Precepts laid 
L. Oohoa,Eugenio de, opp. cit. vol. l. 
2. Oanete.?.!anuel, Tea tro Esp. del siglo XVl ,Ua.drid, 1885. 
3.Virue~, Cristobal de» see P. 240 of Romanic Review,vo1.12. 
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l 
down by Aristotle and· Horace. Menendez y Pelayo cites as being 
of note the following eight· critic~; 
Poet e: , , Modal 
r:-M'igiuel Sanchez de' Lima Horaoe· 
Title 
2. Jeronomo de Mondragon Horace 
3. Juan Diaz Rengifo Horace Arte Poetico Esp. 
4. Luis Alfonso de Carvallo Horace Cisne da Apolo 
5. El Pinciano 
6. Oascales 
7. Salas 
a. Juan, de la Cueva 
Aristotle Nueva. Idea de la 
Tragedia Antigua 






Though the theories advanced herein follow the Precepts 
of the Ancients, there is a gradual developement throughout sho-
wing a tendency to adapt what 1a fitting for modern civilization 
and to discard the practice of what would seem to result i~ un-· 
propriety > lUlreality and exaggeration. It is significant that 
the greatest step, is made in this direction With the advent of 
Cueva in whom are found all the innovations advocated by his 
theoretical precursors with radical addi tiona pf hfs own orig-
1nal i ty. With all due credit to th~ primary theorists, it must 
be said that their innovations were few, and that the. tendency 
still pointed to strict and narrow observance, o!' the' limiting 
classi.oal rogul'ations. With the exception of Salas, in whom i.s 
seen a germ of a r~volutionary note in his theory of the inadvis-
1.Menendez y Pelayo, -Hist5ria. d.e las Ideas Esteticas en Esp., 
Madrid, 1890,vol.111,p.59. 
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ability or acceptance o! Ano1ent Rules for Modern Audiences. the 
innovations advocated limit themselves to; 
1. Acceptance of.Imagination and Feigning aa Source. 
2. Omission or Religion as a necessary Tragia element •. 
3. Disregard of the Uni ties or ·Time and Place •. 
This does not .imply that each Precept·or accepts all innovat-
ions, but it means that these three elements had been suggested 
before the appaaranoe of Guava' s extreme theory, and afterwards 
adapted by him. Ca.scales and Sa.las, contrary to. :t1 incia.no emphat-
ically would prater the historical tacts ae basis over the fab-
ricated; as the end of Tragedy, which is to cure the Soul of the 
. I 
effects of Fear and Pity, better sucoeeda in·~eeing true examples 
of' great princes tha.n·1r the example were reigned. However, they 
admit that H1story is only the basis or principal material, and 
if the action did not come to pass according to ·Art, then what . 
it lacl<s the Poet must supply in good it~itation. broadening, tak-
ing away, changing in v1ha.tever manner the best imitation requires. 
Cueva. would develope this idea furthei; and says that the princi-
pal work is in knowing how to feign or make up in such· a way· that 
it_ appearB to be the truth,. for a I::toet does less in malting verbe 
than in. fancying, and .faricying sa~it~fies. The Uni ties of' 1lime and 
Place are broadened by all precursors of Cueva, ~'Vith the except-
ion::.of l!:l Pinoiano _, wl10 says it we~e. foolish to suppose the poss-
. . I . 
ibili ty or portraying wi\h any reality a character, one day as a . l 
baby~ and the next a.a a bald-headed man. Heretofore, the Unity of 
l. Menendez y Pelayo• opp.· cit•iP•79~ 
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Time had been extended to five days with a· final extension to 
' ' ' 
ten by Caaoales. However complete removal of any limitation and 
l ' 
oonstriotion to 'fime or Place is advocated by Cueva whos.e out-
standing innovation is the revolutionary.tendency advanced in the 
style or Salas, whera'in he states that just as Time changes, so 
do opinions and customs oha.nge, hence"' the o,gerati™ must change 
to suit them. Whereas it used to be that the audience gladly acc-
epted the Early jrheatre w1 th its simple plot and laclt of stage 
machinery t as Time advances people become more particular, and 
dissatisfied. with the theatre as being no longer a true repres-
entation of' motlern interest and Life. a. 
· '1 El Pueblo receb1a muy .oontanto 
tres personas no mas en el ta.blado 
y a los dos solas explicar su· intento. 
, Un gavan, un pellioo,y un oayado, 
un padre, una pastora1 un mozo bobo 
un siervo astute, y un le~l criado. 
Tuvo fin esto 1 y come siempre fuesen 
loa inganiosos oreciendo, y m~jorando 
las artes, y las ooaas se estendiesen 
Fueron los de aquel tiempo desechando, 
eligiendo las propias y deoentaa 
qua fuesen mal al nuestro conformando. u 
However, though he casts 'the classics aside as being un-
l. Ejemplar ·Poetic a o Arte Poetica .Esp.; found in Sedano, Juan 
Joseph Lopez de, Parnaso Esp., vol. ~.,Madrid, 1874 
2. Idem., p.61. 
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suitable to the modf!rn c1viliza.t1on, and aooepta. u.s tho source 
ot Comedy• the Invent1cm 1 Graoe, and lJlot that is round in the 
i11gen.iouui Comedy of !Jpn.in, b.o vmuld ttcce1}t fror.t them certain 
univtJraal elements or ·!ltructure; 
l • Varse woulcl. oonti1in tho eloga.noe. • harmony, u.nd sVH3at--
nees ot the G1"e<~li and !.,a.tin. " It ia important to pre-
pare or. arrange v1llat you wri ta auoh that at the t1mo, 
na.1 th.flt' tha I)lt~<! ~, ·;person, or Ueau't,H'ul Language lacHto 
1 
decorum. 0 
2. Uniformity or mst.r1oa.l style. 
3. Verbl1tn111tudo oi' cb.ara.oter. 
4. Trag1e a.ml Comic element. 
a. n Oomedy h~ an active I'oem ,laughing a.nd mnd~-, to 
g1 ve Ha.!lP ine s s 1 in w b.1c 11 sat i:t,,.e ma.y be uaed i r a 
, need bo. n-
b .. Tragedy .oonta1r1a tbe emne friglltt"ul amt :renrfUl 
happen1rigs · O.$-) th.a olaaiaon. 
It mua't not be understood tllo,t Gu.ova llr1itts his condemnation 
Of the tbetttr.a to that <>f t!lG Clrurnioa, nor that ha (.\OOepts .the 
Comedy or Spain as sutf'1o1ent. In faot, thougll h~ i)raiaae tho 
Spa.nieh Theatre for 1t..-s lliatorical happen:tnga, ita rnomu.•t1o 
liVtHl, nncl i. ts love plots, 11kow1te he aub,jacte it to tho su.rne 
3 
or1t1oiam appl1r:Hi to the' Cltta~:;ioa. 
" Oot1!'asa.rtuJ qua ru6 uant:3adt\ ooaa 
qualquiar oonecl1a de lo. edad llasacln 
l.Cueva., ~Jem,plar, opp. o1t.,. p.69. 
, 2. ldem., p. "12· 
3 • f de m. , p • 62 • 
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menos trabada y.menos 1ngeniosa.n 
Thus he would create his own theo.tre 1 saying that he who writes 
the way he wants to without subjecting himself to rules or pre-
cepts deserves what ha doe a of estimation. As a result, his in-
terpretation or Poetioal P~aceptf::) consists of;-
1. Introduotion of Kings and Gods on comic stage. 
2. Reduction from five to four acts. 
l. 
3. Acoeptanoe of Jornada for acts. 
4. Invention, imagination, and .feigning as source of' 
subject in addition to history. 
5. 1',readom from rules and precepts. 
6. Characterization according to Time, Age, and Art, ad-
aptable to modern c i Vil izat,ion. 
7. Beautiful, harmonious and high verse. 
a. Uniformity of metrical style. 
9; Verisimilitude of character. 
10. Whereas Comedy and Tragedy do not use or traa. t or the 
same thing in the sense that common people spealt diff-
erently and Poets speak differently, yet Comedy ad-
mi.ta Tragio Elements, and Tragedy admits Comic Elements. 
l.See above;p.21 for previous use by Torres Naharro. 
2.see above,oh.ll,p.15 .• 
2 
CHAP'r ER 1 V. 
The '?haa.tre of Jmm. ,de la GUtYVa consit::1tn of fourt-
een eathetioal wor~s ola.aaif1 ed aa r£111agt'.'dy· and Cfomedy. There 
are four plays or the fit-t>t type u.nd ten of the latter. The 
subjaots of' tha dratnc."\e a.re tt\l~e11 rrom :rour. source a; 
l. Clr~saica. 
2. Old Chronicles. 
3. L~g011dary Ii.omanoea or Spa.1n. 
4. Pure Inve~tion.i. 
or Oorn1o a for tl•;) nota.bly adc>.pte from all elem(mta ot botl:.. It 
ifJ $ignif1ce.nt.. h0Wf~1.rer; th.at in the Coi;ledy, special emprutsis is 
la.id on thoria populr..r works· or pure 1nv~~nt1on, While for tho 
Tr.agody he would ap1:HHU to tb.E> roorc'l t"'ontota \vhiob o:r1·ors sub-
jects of suff1c1<~rrtly. high calibre to ~arrant nn atrnoapller~l of 
ot Pure Invention ie always of popullir eubJ(M.Jt, th.e Tragt3dy of 
Pure .Invention 1a of feiunad, eeriousi hiutorioal subjeci. Like-
wise the i;opul11r elementfJ in 'J.'ragody h(~Vo th.<:~ir aourot~ in cl.nae-
100.l ror.iin.iooenc e and adaptation, while the nopular elemonta in ........... 
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Comedy have' tbo1r aouroe in tnod<~rn populc.r subject or pm•e 
invention. Thua. what it is thttt oataloguei:; one a 'tragedy 
and 0110 a Comedy v1ould be found in tlla. Treatmont re.thtjr than 
the subjacrt of the uot1on. Following 1e o. Table of' the !'lays 
1 
u.ooortling to subj eat, showing 'the oom1lnl"at1 ve sources. 
It would be a natural eu1>poaition that tho l)Oet1oal 
thEmry wits f'ir ist oonatruo 't~d, then tollo~"H~d and put into prac-
t ioe by ttla pla~ya, but suon would b(!} erroneous, tor wllile the 
plays were a. product of his youth, h.1s pra:cepta were co111poaed 
just before be died: in fa.at the revision was accomplislled in 
1609 and 0011oti tutea hia las'(. literary oxi,:reas1on. '!'he plays 
wore publ 1oa.ly pref3fU1ted. in lleville during fJ. pe~1od of three 
yea.re, .l5t'19-15Bl, aftr:~r 1':!h1ol1 tlu~y \"1et·<~ oolleo t~~d and u.ppeo.rod 
111 print in 15P4. 'J:bia ''U!tiS followed 'by an U.\1d1tion in 1588• 
Though 'the fourteen pltlya notad ure tlle onl,y extant t~or~ta, it 
is known tbt~t in 1595 he publieh.od more dramu.a under ttle title 
Cueva' a Theol"'Y axpre11aa<l in the Poetica regarcl1ng free-
dom in subj~mt-m£~ttur; n.dmi tting both h1 story and invention, is 
oleiirly appl iad. in hie works. or the fourteen plays aeve!l are of 
pure 1nveQt:lon, nml eo·t1en a;re of hiator:t.oa.1 1.•aminiscenoe. The 
out.t.~tanding element ia tht:tt c;uava diaraga.rua roguJ.ations of any 
lt1nd, and refuses to aocapt anyone• a 1£:\Ws, whetller claai;io or 
modern, in fti.ot anonuJ to adva.noe t,ba theot"'Y that a dramatist 
doae not bo~i1 down to any litniting boundaries- el{O(rnt that hie 
worlt. be acoop\u.ble in the light of Human Interest and meat the 
I •· See p • 3 3 • 
Source. 
i.:· Classical Reminiscence 
11.' Las Vie jas Cronic as 
111.Las Romances Legendarias 
1v. Pure Invention 
• -i:. 
' 
Table of Play:s and Sources~. 
Subject. 
A. Classical Myth._ 
B. Classical Hist. 
A. Spanish History 
A. Spanish Legend •. 
A. Cuadros de cost-
umbres • 
B. Historioa1 Sub. 
Comedy. 





2.Muerte de Virginia 
l. ----
l.Muerte del l~Los Sieta Inf"antea 
. Rey Don San- de Lara 
oho. · 
2.Saco de Roma 2. ----
1.Lib~1tad de ·i.Los Siete Infan~es 




3.La Gonstancia de 
.Arcelina. 
4:El·Viejo Enam-




l. El Principe 
Tirano. 
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elements or modern civilization, and as such they must be tran-
sferable from the Stage to Life With such an end in v1ev1 he acc-
epts what he tnants from the Classics, discards at will what in 
I 
his opinion is binding, touches on the modern theatre if he aees 
fi.t, but all tlle time with the idea in view that first• the Span-
ish Theatre must be more elast,ic regarding the classic school and 
modern environment , through both a true tur e and thought, and sec-
ond, the Spanish Theatre had a source not only in popular subject 
but like tl1e Greeks in National Subject or History, wherein Leg-
ends and Tradition o.trered a fo~ceful popular appeal. 
First, an e;<amination or the Works o.f' Pure Inv~ntion re-
veals tha. t of tlle seven plays , five are purely popular dealing 
with common elements and properly called Cuadros de Costumbres, 
"I\ 
imaginary and feigned experiences taken from Li t .. e, the ideology 
of \l!Jhioh is so arranged and constructed by the author e.s to pro-
perly appear as Life, aside from the actions thernselv\~s which 
are very often unreal and lacltin;_; in verisir:iilitude; the two re-
maining plays treat of historical subject, but it is a feigned 
history of an imaginary country Whose back.ground is not the Nati-
onal appeal of the true historical plays, but rather is this ut-
1 
, ilized as offering source :for dramatic mnt·erial. 
Thus, :from what has been said of Cueva and that concern-
ing the Latin Comedy, it would no.t be·· surprising to conclude tllat 
f' 
· his works of invention prob~:tbly follow in the path of the Latin 
Comedy of Life as manifested in the Spanish modern theatre in 
l, Comedia del ?rincipe·Tirano, and Traged1a del Principe 
Tirano. 
the time of Cueva through Naharro, Rueda, Tithoneda,. but such a 
conclusion would be· rartherest frum the truth; this· does not 
mean he ignored the modei;-n Spanish theatre altogether~ nor the 
Latin Comedy, nor did he renounce the classics, but allegoric-
ally spet~ing , 1 t may be said he represents a melting pot of 
the different sources of the Theatre, plus or1ginal1 ty·, for he 
takes from each just as he discards from each, and he binds him-
self to no definite aohool, el~asica.l or modern. As tll!ill be shown 
he is not strictly Latin for hB admits elements of Tragedy in 
his Comedy: he ia not Greek for l~e allows the mixture of .popu-
lar and sublime elements ; and yet he leaves behin.¢1 the modern 
Spanish 'l'heatre with its easy 0 faraas n and n comedfas, u by 
utilizing elements from each. Thus in order to under.stand how 
this fusion is aooomplished· and treated, it olarii"i.ea matters 
to see the proof in the plays tnemeal vea. 
1 
1. El l).ep;ollado, 
~ssion commits .Evil though forewarned of the consequences; 
is punished, repentant, and aware of the Divine Law . \Vhose 
Agent for punishment is~ who killed to prevent Evil; thus 
justified by Heave~. Blind H!!m.an Law oondenms.Love) wishing 
to administer false .justice, but Divine Law by showing that 
. Lilts ,!ll!ganders ~ triumphs,. a~d ~!ll rec.ognizes the power 
of Virtuet is converted, and discovers his Pending Wrong in 
time. 
Passion, though :forewarned by supernatural forces and others 
1.See Soo. de Bib. Esp.,. opp. cit.,p.100; vol.41. 
2.Idem.,p. 50. 
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aided by Covetousness and Greed wol.ild oorumi t .Evil; Divine Power 
using Virtue as an Agent administers just punishment to. Covet-
ousness by forcing Virtue to ltill him to prevent a Sin; tAssion 
the true guilty, to avoid Human Lat11J which requires punishment, 
. implicates Virtue by Deceit, and Human Law is about to adminis-
ter false jm~tioe tvhen Di Vine Pov1er again di sclosas Supremacy, 
and by supernatural means discloses the Truth. Human Law re-
cognizes its blindness an1.1 as an «Agent of Di vine Law condemns 
Passion who is teBentant., 
.111. La Constancia de Arce~. 
. . 
' . ' ' ) 
True Love kills Jealous Passiog and is !orced to flee from 
Humm! Law. ; Disdained Love or Vengeance to at·tain his Evil 
Desire on True Love implica~es by dece1 t Iruiooence, the 
Sweetheart of True Love. Divine Power ·administers punish-
ment or .justice tllrough an Innocent Agent who kills by mis-
take Disdained Love who is repentant and recognizes the Di-
vine POVJer; Human Law is about to administer Fake Juztice 
when the truth is disclosed. Human Law justifies True Love's 
killing by her constancy to Innocence 1 who though [)'1111 tlese 
requested hor punishment. 
l V. , El Vi~Jo Enamo~t::.dQ..:.. 
Passion though for~evmrneci employs Dece1 t and Evil Magic 
in removing Virtuous Love, sweetheart of !!:.ue Love, the 
object of his evil; the Evil Helper receives Divina Pun------·-·"' ______________ _ 
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. . . . - ' . ' 
1 shment; for he too h·aa ~spired to ·True Love, but as Like 
. engenders_ Like, in a fit ·or Jealousy h.e- is killed by Paanion; 
·then True Love as an °£1.ge1it of Divine Justice k:i.lltJ Passion in 
self-defense. ·Di vine Power administer Hotribution by uni ting· 
the forces of love by superna-r,ural .means. 
_.From this examination oerta1n identical elements are 
seen; and the ideology cor1stitut1ng the works as a whole con-
eists of;-
1. Divine R~tri~ution. 
a. Sin is punished. 
b. Virtue is rewarded. 
2. li'rae--will. 
a .. Evil is always pointed out. 
b. Consequences of Sin are always shown. 
3. Repentance 
I , a. Recognition of Supreme Power in Divinity. 
b. Recognition of own sin. 
4. '£r1umph of ?Aoral Law over Human Law. 
5. Healistic representation through popular characters. 
Such an analysis discloses two ou·"standing facts;- f'irnt, the 
conso ious attempt to follow the Greeks, but, secondly, to adapt,. 
rather to transfer the adaptation of the Greek foundational 
thought to model"'n Spanish civilization where Cristianity demanded 
supremacy over the fai_$allism of the Greel~ Theatre. Tl1e first is · 
----------------------
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exemplified in Di.vine fletributiQ.!1, and 'the second in the Intro-
duo~ion of Free Will, Repentance, and Popu'.!,ar Gllaracters. Cueva 
shows Divine Hetribution as attacking Sin and .Evil, a.nd reward-
ing Virtue, and herein 1 ies an e.xac t analogy to the Greek Drama. 
·For this reason it is necessary to refer to :wh.a.t already has 
l:>oen said regarding the Greelt Heligious 1'hought as a foundation 
of the Greelt '.Chea tre. It Will be remembered 'ttl1u t tlle Greol{ '.ITa.-
gedi es themselves ware first regarded ua a medium of B.el igioue 
Instruction wherein the pOVJer o:r the Di vine Law inca.rna ted in 
Fate and adminintered by tile Goda v'Vas ulways supreme; any trari-
' ' 
sgressio11 of the Moral Law instigat,ed ~::unisl1ment, of:ten violent> 
vr1h.ich extended not only for one generation bu't until tl10 trans-
gression or sin was expiated in the mind.a of t .. he Gods. Tlli s wa.s 
in exact accord v1i th the Greolt Religion and· thought of' the day, 
and· the consequent hold on the people· ·waa one· of strong appeal. 
Thus Cueva, doubtless looking ror some firo foundation· offer-
ing a dafini te drama.tic appetll of Beaut.y and .Plan recognizes 
this fact and constructs llis plays on the samo foundation1 
but, also realizing tlle ir.1possib1lity of any realism in the 
Pagan foundation wi t,h its consequent lack of' in'terest and effect, 
has adapted the foundation With the substitution of t-he Christ-
ian Heligion and Philosophy for the Pagan. This naturally inv-
olves and necessitutes changes in the represenkltion, Which he 
does not he.eitate t.o introduce, vvherain lies his originaii!ay 
and innovation, by fusint.;; ·ele1a.ents frot;l di:fferent sourcos; .ace-
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epti11g and discai:·ding at will. l 1ho firut to be e}tamined is his 
t~eatment of_~!.!.!!}~ Hett.!.bU.!J..£!2-) ti:1e foundation of' n11 or h.is 
dranm.f;. A tnan sins and transe;:cesses tllo Di vine La~; imr:1edia te-
ly forces are set 1n action that ul tit:1a'te1y· 1end to puniullment 
of the o:t'fatider, and .recognition or Divirrn d.etribut1on. So much 
is in striet aecord wi~::~h tt1e Greeks, and so much in Christian aa 
well as Pagan. The impo:rtant. difference then would point to the 
. respective 001isti tuents of D1V!.!!S.L:l1~!!.£!2.~Q.!! and ·~!~vine Law. The 
'P~gan, rec.}ognizing t.he supreme power, Fa.ta,. whose ngents are the 
Gode, says ·the..t man becomes a medium of DiY:,in~L.li£tri!mtlon .. _ by 
blindly and innocently accomplishing ~vil in expiatiop for a §.!:.!! 
of hie ancestors; immediately forces. of t:Qfil..§.hm!lll!'! act ·and he is 
ohastized for nis own sin, but in reality d1r~otly in expintio 
for the Anoient Ancestra.l Sin •. 'fhe r)agan Uods being Idealized 
Hu.man Beings ad:ait o:t" Human Pas81ons themse1Vt?.s 1 anc.i as such, 
indulge in J'ea.lousy, Revenge, etc •• ~lJ.us a transgression of the 
D1 vine Law was a personal insult and as such requirod. :~~event;;e. 
In such a ma.nnar there is inspired in the human. heart, feelings 
of Pity and Terror witness ng the results O·f Sin and actions of 
Fate, against w!·1ich man is helpless. In sllort, r••ate rules by 
· lPear. A ma·n cotnrui ts a Miatal;:e which remains u mistake and will 
IlQ.!_be. removed frorn the Pagan God's I<egister unt i1 the man himsel ! 
has paid in full by like suffering. Now, the Christian recog-
nizes the Sqpr~me ~ower, God, who rules by Love, henue !ian is 
lend. to see the Hight, is udvis·~d to 'cast n.side the Evil, but 
_______________ ___.... ____________ ___ 
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the Decision is left to htm .. If, o.s is too often true,. he should .. 
accept the Etril, God still reserves for him , not. cold 1 hard Re-
venge, .considering his Si~ a- personal injury· againot Him, hut 
·rather does Ha g~ant the oft~nder the, power to see his Sin, to 
reoogni.ze the Divine ?ower and to truly repent; thus, if God wills 
he may start ~new. 
In evHry case then, Cueva brings ou1;. that God Willa the 
recognition of Evil and the expiation thereof, With the forewarn-
ing of Sin, and the resultant Repentance. A closer examination 
of the plays mentioned r~veals this in a clearer lig~t; a line 
( ' 
aymbolh~ing the .Path of Evil conld be applied to each, sl1owing 
1. . 
the same tendencies. 
The identical elements are;-
i_. Deoision_fQ.Lru!· 
~ ,, \"""""' 
I 
I~ every case the p6wer of decision of Good or Evil is allowed 
in the form o t"' warnin[;,S by fellow-beings or by sUP"erna turnl 
fore.es wherein the resulting 1-'uni Eihrnent is shown. 
2. 'l1he Sin 
With. the mrneption of the Principe Tirano 1 the conflict be-
tween the ~,orcaa of Good and the .corces of Evll is :in9~:lgat­
ed by o.ne Hum•"m-boing Who symbolizes Evil Passion ntid ;l~Jer,l­
ousy cause::t. by Disdai!!.£.g_Lov2_. 
3. 'l1he Punishment or DenoQ.uent. 
a. Accomplisl1.ed by Unconscious ii.gent o:r Divine Power who kills 
'the Evil-doer in self-defense or by mistake. 
· b. Supernatural re·rnals tne true guilty and Human Law as_4~~nt 
of !ii ''ine Law condemns the Sinner. 
The Greeks represented Divine Hetrib1rtion to.rough Gods,· 
dcmi_;Gods, Divine Heroes 1 and Aristocracy_. Cueva reoognh~es tile 
unrea,l ity of such irrii tations so he introduces the ideolotGY ment-
l• See below, p.41. 
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ioned to J.?.q,pular subrjec t, and admit£ thG avornge person of his 
society; ·~~.nd by so doing he would seem to accept an olerJent f'rom 
tho Lutil1s. So 'r(.ir tile~~; we l1e.ve seen ttJ .. e adnptc:.tion of tile. 
Gre.el-\. Founli:ational '!l1out,;;l1t of Divine i:-.; .. etribu·tion as applied to 
th.e popul n.r La tin l·.epr<.Hient~i ti on of Life. Howovor ,. ti10ugh La tin 
·., 
elements ara seen in introducing populc.~r subject , there is no 
trace of the purpo'se o:f t.he La tin Comody with its simple. aim to· 
amuse und ore sent the Lucl'icrous and Hitiic~11ous of Lite. I-t would .. -------···--...........- ._...,.. __ ........ .,.. ··------- . ............... 
sciem to me that· the only justific:.1t.ion of the introduction of 
popular elements> in the mind of" Cueva, ·was the ~l,1sll£_reE­
~entation of the serious and 1!:.~ founda·cion of lli.s plays, viz., 
p_±_vine Retri£111b.Q.u, for it is only through popular oharac ters, in 
whom people find common elements , an~ who servo as realistic 
Agents of tl~and 'I'eEr.2£ that any. appeal can be made. Sublime 
top 1c s, subl imo _though ts, and sublime actions, inspiring Terror --
and j;' it~ are incarnated in the common and averae;e perbon, quite 
·contrary to t:iJ.e Latin popul~;~r at~osphere w11ich exclusively ad-
mitted the low side of cha'.cacter, necessarily so to comply with 
tl1.e La;l\'J of. Comedy t!\lhich. excluded any element that m1el1't suggest 
t.rue feeling f,n~ virtue, as to tillow su~h woUld evHntually in--
valve oonfl tot of ~ versus ~il.i.. with µl tima'te .Pa!.a!. Thia 
.. does not entirely <:n~clude .i1;.om Cueva elements or the lud.icrous 
or ridiculous, but. it.implies that they are made subordinate 
and unnoticeable beside the steady under-current of higher mot-
ives and thoughts. In this conneetion it is too t:;reat a ternpt-
1 ~ 
ation to forbear mentioning tho Charaet..c~s Barandulo and Lioio, 
truly Latin types wherein we find :the Latin Servant who is char-
actorized es consistan'tly looking out for his oV:-m well-fare, and 
avoiding n.nythinc that would 1nvol ve risk of his own shin. In 
Licio 'We have a cUrect adaptation of tne sly; loyal servant of 
quick wit and competency found in the Latin Comedy and followed 
in Spanish Comedy b~r Torres Naharro. By his ingenioUld actio.ns 
he usually brings about the union of his master and lady against 
all odds. 
But with theee exceptions, it can be safely,concluded 
that in reading Cueva very rarely is tlle1·e called fort11 tho 
impulsive laugh or the Latin and Greek '\.5ornedy: :ror Wit, the 
Hidiculous, and elements of th.a Gomic are sacrificed, ratl'wr, 
o.ro deliberately avoided to allow supremacy to ideas 1nvol ving 
t11e more serious aopoctn of Lif'Et as it is lived ai·ound us; with 
occasional hints and traits or. Boaut.y e.f-J sw~n in tho emotions 
of Love and Loyalr.,y, ~"Ji' 11 tho inSIJir:ttion of Pity and 'J?<3rror us 
depicted. through. the E:11Bments of the Human Passions of ~ea!2!!!1X> 
Hnte, Inten ':' Greed, or Selfisn.ness and Hevenge; and lastly in 
the portrayal of supreme Bean ty of' Divine li'ai th tr11here God is 
aver shown the trusting t-'ro tee tQ£. .. 
Thie necessitates an examination of the element of ?ity 
and Terror so.significnnt in the Ureehs und consciously followed 
by Cueva w1 th modification to modern civili.zation. nmi thought. 
Pity ·and ;rerror of the Ureel\:G concerni:: it.r::>~lLf with Hetribution 
f;'.-1• -E-"l_V_._iajo E_n_a_m_o_r_a_d_o_1_C_u_e_v_a-,-.0~"'0-,-~~1·e--d-i_a_a_,y_T_r_a_g.-1e_d_i_a_s_,-o-pp • c1t•P•80 
-~.El Tutor, idem.,p.lu8. 
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of the Gods and the will of ~ vz1ho administers runishment 
by means and measures t11a t ins1;ire in the spectator feelings 
of Pi t~l and !_err.or, na.nif'esting a. clelibcr~1te attempt to deter 
l:l!l!!_:from §iU by sho,,~~ing tiha terrible resul -cs wllicr1 may attack 
an innocent victim, thus.admitting un-merited suffnring_ Cueva 
adopts the idea 'but modifies it to mean that, f.irst.i.Terror is 
instillod in the Hmnttn Heart by u1e. 0)1'lft1lness qf the Sinner' a 
crimes· which not only are crimes against hims(~1r but also nre 
against the conception of the Divine Goel wh.o deserv(HJ Devout 
. Heverence; and t:rncond 1 Pity is a §!:!!!.~ Emotion engendered by 
the vtctim:.:l of the Sinners,..,- the victims being. portr,uyed <ts 
i.f'orcea of VirtLie and Good vvho oith~r succumb to or conqtH:~ the 
crimes direct.ed again t th.an. Hega.rdt ess of' the ou1'-come, they 
.endure suffering at the hands of the Sinners. It is a fast rule 
that these Sinners must suffer, but contrary to Greek models, 
we recognize the justification· of their suffering, in fact we . . . 
welcome tl1oir l)~nishment as Divine Retribution. for 1 t releases 
Though the Pitiful and r.rcrriblc Objects and Actions aa 
portrayed in ttw Greeks., an:!. tl10~3c of Cueva arc different in 
motive a.s has· bean pointr-1tl out, in.actual execution they nre 
. 1 
very similnr. He adapts the Ariototlean Pitiful Obj~cts, ·and 
portrays;-
1·. A friend killing a f'riond. 
2. A brother killing a siote~. 
3, A father killinG u son or daughter. 
but he alf.~o a.dmi t.s Pity and Terror in 
i:Art;totle, De Po~tioa .• opp. it ~ c .• ,p.16. 
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~\. An en~t~y- killing an enemy. And by so do in0 ne would 
show a diffcren~B or Pagan and Christian Thought as 
the Pagan sees no special ~rerror· in o.n ene1~1y lullinG 
an enr:3my, for such is not surprif:~ing, whereas fn.mily 
ties and blood rel3tion forbade matricide, fratricide, 
etc., as supreme sins, 
LUcewise does Cueva ·abide t)y t.he by the t:1etllods of such 
actions as advocated by Aristotle, and portrays the murderers as, 
1. Kill inc;. knowingly 
2. Killing through ignorance 
3. Recognizing victims before killing. 
The first method is exem1)lified in tl10 Principe 'fire.no 
where the diabolic.al prip.ce commi t.s one murdf3r after another 
delibern .. tel ttu ... oueb. Jealousy or Desire for l·'ower. In no cu~e 
is there in Cueva ho'~'ever, tho dranatic atmos;.he1'e or emotion .. -
r~sul ting :rrom the killing through i:.:~no:r.:1noe <>f (\ friend or re-
... ".:. . 1 
la.ti ve. It is true. that ~in .the Arce1ina . \Ne find tb.e 1·~illing .... ~ ....... 
of' fender is. c.eserving of P~u:}isl1.:tnent. 
The la.Ht. metilod is. most clo~irly seon in the oi·iginnl plays 
,1.• 
tile dea:th of cm irmocent one, ·and the I:ioral Law prevents it by 
dJ.sclosing the tr·ue position ·or t.ne cl6c1rned. 
Such a method or theory of ada1:·tation o±" the Greek Ideal-. 
ogy to Christian Principles necessit::·.tes !1ot u1ly a chang~ in 
l .La· Qonstanoio. de l\.rc~l ina, cuava, Tragedias y t.Jomedias, opp. cit .•. 
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Internal Structm·a but likewise a change. in the External Struc-
ture. Ii,or this ran.son an exa.mination of his works, both origin-
al and non-orig:Lri~:i.1 1 will offer compa.rr~ t 1 ve tendene1es showing 
both acceptance and.disregard of Qlassical Structure. Since 
.Pity a.J1d Terror are iromediat~ly connErnto with c,:~.tastrophe, it 
is fetting that an examination of thie structurnl element be giv-
en first .. In so do in.g, ·two view-po int£~ outlined in the discussion 
of the Greelt Ca·tastrophe are involved ... i•11rst, the necessity or 
ment in Cueva is the tendency to actually present ~he Catastrophe, 
,·. 
that is the 1tilling or torturing, boforo the ey~s of,the spectat-
ors,· probubly 1111 th the purpose in view o!"'. inore;1sing ·r,ne Terror 
and Heal1t:y. But it \19ou.1 ap1)ear as tb.ou0h ~\rietotle we.r.o right 
when he stated that such actions merely excited re.euli31on. Further-
more, Cueva S(~c1ns to defeat his own end, ·for the r.esulting ntmos-
pllere, instead or Reality, is overdr·awn and~ e.xae;c;erate<l to sue h 
an extHnt that t,he sympathDtic emotions refuse to be moved. It 
"1111 be remembered that the early catast.ropr1e was employed in the 
Greelca to W(J,rrant ~:.he. sup1Jlitnent:\tion O·l" one or tV'JC.l scenes of 
greater, tranquility in '!lJhich the vic.tlrn gradually acquiesces and 
recognizes hie fate. J,rti.Jueva there are ca.tastropnic. elements thro-
ughout, and itl tbfs repect, .he dist,inc:tly follows no limitation• 
Thia in itself is perhaps a vital element· in hi::; absolute disreg-
a.rd of the Unities, '{Ji th.. special emphuz:tfl 01~ the Unity or· Actlon; 
the observance of i.ivnict1 in bo-ch GreeJc and Latin 'fheatres is the 
'l 
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foundation of a play ... Y1horea.tJ the Lat.ins require five actt:> to 
significantly represent one action.or imitation rrom •~1r1icil the 
alirnin.·,;,.tio:n o-f ·one scene or happening iNould toJrn away from the 
w!rnle 1 Cueva employs but .tour o,cts throu;.;;ho~ ·to repreBent many 
d if' forent actions or happenings whoso rel l~ ti on to e:i.ch o'tner 1 a 
very insecure and often quite invisitJl c and imtividual is tic. 
such are his nu.mE~rous catastrophes employed espE~cially ·in the 
National Plays 't'here incidentnl actions ure gE.wen precedence for 
of,ten two or three no'f,s, i1nd only in the last one or 'two. acts 
is the ftctual treattI1ent of t.he t;ruo subject, developed whe:co the 
re::tl catastropha 1 a pr<~C ipi ta ted Wi thollt Wn.rnint; or yery 1 i ttle 
l 
explanation> rapidly brin0ing the loosely arranged play to a close. 
It would seem he could not rosist the temptr1tion of portraying 
any action of dramat'lc interest regardless or its significance 
to the fonndc:~.tional a.:~tion •. - Howevor, out o:t.' tnis probable faul 1, 
at times he succeeds in utilizinG such a process to advantage 
for by introducing different situations and actions he painto 
ch:::.r .cter subject to vnrious circumstances ,.:vllere he portrays 
certain f;imil:1r and identical reactions .• ; Thus, ·we have a trait 
of character developement and at least character vcrisimil itude. 
With such a pra~ti(H::? permissible, it is not surprisinG 
to not~ that he also admits no restriction as to the number of 
2 
actors ernployGd. Whereas !_orre s Ua.hnrro advocates from six 
to twelve accordin5 r .. o th(., dictates of real! ty and good tc~.ste, 
Cueva even go'.?S !'"'~.rther ~J.nd a.B. if to def~ the Classic Rule of 
l .Libertad de Roma por Hucio 1~scev0Ia7Cueva, 'ilragediss y Uom-
edias, opp. cit., p. 8u. 
2. See above, p. 21. · 
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of three• .introduces a.t will any number at any tinre through-out 
the "'omedias regardless or the Uni-vy of Action • .Many of these 
parsonages, lL.e many of his sub-themes and incidents ~!.re quite 
unnecessary to the action ·of the ~ain plot or itc developement, 
and have no Correlation beyond that Of dramatic atrnospllere 1 With 
the most important characters. In this connection, it is also 
notej that Cueva does not introduce the h~ro or most important 
person~ges often until the third or even the last act, previous 
to v1hich he has made use or innumerable incidents and oha.raoters 
which do not contribute to tile Ma.in ·'rhought and wllicl1 lessen the 
1 
Unity or .Action. 
Insisting that the Classical Observance of the Unities 
ot Ti~e and~lace prevent~d ~ny realistic representation for a 
mqderri audience, Cueva. discards tnem. Dut, like all radicals 
he is ~xtreme and does not limit himself to realistic changes 
of Place, the· natural means of instituting such a change being 
the 'divisions or acts; h1:1 applies it to t11e interior or th.t~ act.a 
th'emselves wtlere. there is no technical divioion into scenes, but 
where Without warning, an exit may be made in Seville vii th the 
. subsequent entrance in Salamnnca porhaps nine days or even months 
later. In fact, 1 t, is not surprising for orl.e play to cover tw-
. . 
enty years or more and to cllange from Africa to Spain. 
.,. 
._; 
In this connection, it ia interesting to note that his 
various form a of verse and meter play an impor'ta.nt part and war-
1. Li~ertad de Roma~ 
2. El Tutor •. 
3 • Opp• 01 t •,Los Siete Infante s. 
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rant a. separate examination. The external means 'by which he in-
dicates a chango in Time, Place, or Sub.iect Matte.r if~ by ernploy-
ing a ch::nge in "versa. This does not imply that vii th tlle entrance 
or every new actor in a speoif ied scene, does the meter change, 
rather it means that such hai.:)pena, provided the Thought and Con-
tent of' the dialogue also change a. In sucll a case the. Dialogue 
of all concerned continues in the recently 111troducod ven:>e 1 un-
til further ob.ange is portrayed· .. 
W1th the exception of two plays, the p~·odominating vorse 
employed is Redondilla.. lfollowing 1 s a Tabla averaging the 
verse forms of the total works;-
Q.g,tos1labo s Endeoasl.la'bos gndec. y he pta.s. 
!!Q.. ot' L. oLo Kind No. Li. oLo. 
Redond. _ 14512 .53.7_oot. He. 10492 38.8 Estan. 
--- - - -13 v.s. 728 
Ter .End. 810 .· 2. 9 Esta.n. 
- - - 14 vs.-266 0.9 
Libras ____ 181 __ 0.7 __ Estanc. 
ll vs. _33_ 0.1 
Total-~~~--------- ~~~~-~-~~......_ ~---~~ ....... 
14512 5377 11483 42 .5 _1_0_2~7--3-.-7-
A peculiar tendency is seen in the Endacasilaboa, especially 
in the octava Real where he makes characteristic use of bro-
ken verses, applying two or even tliree speeches of different 
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actors to one verse or line. This would tend to breal'\: any tend-
anoy to stiffness, and would appear more as human dialogue, us-
ually introd.1oed in so.enes of under-current excitement just be-
fore a pending catastrophe. The Rodondilla, being octoailabio 
is very rarely so employed. 
Thus, though Cueva' a primary purpose in disregarding 
the Unities of Place, Time, and Acition wus to allow for more 
reality, his actual practice of extremity tends to engender 
unreality and inveriaimilitude; ~rid an.atmosphere· of unbelief 
and 1ncreduli tv often resul'lHh.: ' ,, ''I 
'' 
Sucb: .. ~;i'. atmpsphere ·is enhanced by his very evident lik-
ing for supernatural element$ which he introduces in the foll-
owing forms;-
1. ·Supernatural appearance of Deities who give ad-
vice and aid t~ their proteg,es • 
2. Allegorical appearance used as agents of Prop~ 
eoy and interpretation of the p:receeding and 
subsequent action. 
3. Draa~~· containing prophetic and allegorical 
meaning. 
4. Magic. 
1. Assump·t1on of Human Forms by Gods, di sguis-
ing .th.e'rnsel ve s with the purpose of carrying 
out plans Without detection. 
2. Miracles. 
· 5. Ghosts, or Souls of Departed Sp1r1ta. 
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These elements seem to directly point to the T~agio Supernatural 
of the Greeks, previously discussed and similarly clastdfiad. 
Their use is very unrealistic for when the author preoipitataa· 
~:111s ''ob.arnc.tera ihto situations where it seems no huma.L. aid can 
I':;~\,;'.'. 
possibly clear the way, he resorts to the supernatural with the 
reaul t that in the minds or the spectators no real solut.ion has 
been offered. Thia, howeyer, enables the introduction of beaut-
iful,. allegorical, and symbolical thoughts v1llereby the author 
expresses himself, to the ~ffeot that With God all things are pos-. 
s1ble for Iie a.ften aocomplishe~l things whioh Humanity cannot un-
derstand but blindly recagn1zes. H~s allegories a.re perhaps. the 
most usegul for by such does he clarify in the·mind of the spec-
tator , the characters, by analyzing their reactions. 
Aside 'from these structural elements, like and un-like 
Classical Structure, an e.xamination of the use of Prologue re-
mains. There is no indication that any such acquaintance of 
the Play was given to the audience ,through the Hepresentation 
1 tself by any specific. actor as was employed in the Greolt and 
Latin; but a tendency or trait of the classic prologuo is seen 
in the use or a simple summary of the uction, exclusive of any . 
other purpo so, applied to ea.ch plaj in two forms.. lt,ir~, there 
.is an entire summary preceed1ng the play itself, and .§_ecOnd, a 
I 
more deta.il_ed suramary preceeding each Jornada. These perhaps 
ware read before the audience for no apeoial arrangement featured 
in·the Presentation itself for its delivery. 
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In prologue content lle would seam. to turn to the Old Greek 
Comedy, where the actor~ s1m~ly related the action exclriding any 
I'hilosophy 1 any complaint~ .se;tira., or t11it not· rnlo.tod to the 
action. A closer adanto.tion that :ts even more sinilar can be ' ' ' ... - ';\\ 1 
· seen in tne " argumonto n of Torres Nanarro which ho~rrnver was 
in verse. 
An 'investigation into the treatment of Subject' in the 
non-original works that remain reveals tha. t or tna seven plays, 
four are National in that they deal with Spanish, historical 
tradition,· and three are of olas:.:~ical reuini ucence. Hereto fore, . 
plays of classical reminiscence had restricted· themael ves to 
e1 ther pure translation or s-trict adaptation f'rora the Classic 
I 
Tragediennes. In tbis respect thus, Cueva oan be termed orig-
inal in his classic re mini scene e, for though . he talrn s as source 
Virgil·, Roman Chronicles and Titio Livio, his interpretation 
\ 
follows no dramatic model, and he constructs and developes at 
_Will, plots known to or a.t least aoceasibla to his audience. 
The result of such an adaptation clearly indicates an innov-
ation in ·the cln.ssioa.1;· tendency which had had such a struggle 
in ~pa.in to find a place in th.e interest of the Spaniard of the 
Sixteenth Century~_ Tho subsequent revival as shown in Cristobal 
Viruas ,· and Afe;ensolq., said to be directly influenced by Cueva 
would seem to lend 1tt:;iclf ror explanation to the more apprec-
iative realism or mod.erism instituted by .Cueva•s 1ndiv1dµ.aliat1c 
interpretn.tion of ideology and e}~tornal structure recently dis-. 
r.see above,p. 21~ 
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cussed. 
Al though the National Plays show Clo.saical Influence in 
that they have as ·their appeal native. subject matter, by turn·ing 
tha dramatic mirror on their own historical tradi't1on, their 
popular treatment indicated that Cuevc~ \~ould stre_ngthen ~ ... nd abide 
by his theory advanced in the plays and method discussed 1Yiz--
§.tr1ct_limi tation to historical source excluding imagiu.ation and 
f~igning,is harm!U:Und un-real. The consequent result of suoh 
a purpose is a stimulus or national interest 1n own hi t~tory. as 
dramatic source a.nd atmosphere. such an appeal and stimulus is 
due to the fact· that the plays are taken from popular. tradition 
rather than atati·stioal history, as exemplified in his use of the 
Ballads for subject.· source. As19-e from the !ac"t that the Greeks 
based their trageQ.i.f~s on tradition as exemplified in tha rhapsodies 
there is manifested in the plays very 1 i ttle concern for the 
regulations of th~ ola~aic~ •. Al though some attempts to treat 
?Jationa.l subjects in the Greek manner had been made, especially 
by Jaronemo Bermudez, Cueva felt that the nature of the subject 
should ask for freedom and evon should allow certain elements of 
invention. The drama. based upon such subject should not be any 
·longer an epic poem 1.n dialogue form \llti th chorus, but a repres-
entation of tb.e popular interpretation of the deeds ot~ the heroes 1 
either talten from histortoal tradition or purely legendary source. 
Thust the nature.of the National subjects would not, in fact, 
could not call for an interpretation or adaptation of the classic ___________________________ , ____________ _ 
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ideology, sin.~e they represent the ideology ·or· a very different 
epoo incarm;.ted in the medieval era with its- peculiar interpre-
, ta tion of the Christian Ideal. 
Thus, the adapta.t~on o! the ideology o:r the Greelts to 
Christian belief can be appl 1ed. only to the plays o:f pure inven-
tion and Of': olasaical ;_'eminiscenue. It is significant that in 
the National l:ila.ya he adapts no superna'tural elemen~a, even !or-· 
bearing the use of allegory to bettor express himself to his aud-
ience. Aside from t,t1is E1lement. the external structure is in ace-
·~ . 
orcl with that i;raviously .outlitied. 
The ma.in point to~"·~e clar1;fied is the distinction, if any, 
between Trag(;dy and· ·comedy .so 1.ndiV1du~l and exclusive in tl1.e 
Greolcs, where to allow intercha.ngo ·or any visible relation of the 
two. elements·, was to oompletely disobey the _classical precepts. 
Cueva definitely defies such dramatic precepts as being too lim-
iting , and challenges the popular portrayal of Life as offering 
elements of Tragedy , ju~t .ae serious history and· trad1 t1on 
must contain E~lements of Comedy.-_ Thus, by this fusion, ·the dis-
tinction between tile two fields cannot be made on the classical 
basis of comic versus tragic element, :ror wit:t1 the e}cceptiona 
already noted, Cueva advances no oomio ideology 1n accord witll 
the Aristotlean comic oomposi tea of the Ridiculous. the Lud-
icrous, Wit, or Laugl1ter. The distinction then VJould point, to 
a more modern delineation, where no concern is ti1 ven to what, 
v1ho, or how the representation is made: but where the emotional 
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reaction or the spectator is one of deep regret and sorrow, the 
stimulus of which is the ·ac~ual killing of one or more of the 
forces o:r Qood. and the realization that even though Divine Retr-
ibution be administered, such will not return· to Life the dead, 
and sucti w111 not reotore the more perfect conditions prevailing 
before the Q_atastrphe. trhe elements of murder and ltilling are 
present in Comedy, it is true, \vith their subsequent reactions 
of Pity and Terror, but the Divine Punishment and the Prevention 
of Sin ca.use· the emotiohal reaction to be that ot" Relief for the 
killing usually concerns. itself with merited punishment. 
This element liltewise is encountered in .Tragedy, 1Nit:t1 :the add-
i tion of Sorr01.1\f and Regrot, Vlhioh may occur cpreviOUf.3 to the action 
1 
of the play , or toward tt1e end .. In such a light it is necessary 
to treat the sequel of the Tyrant Prince together with ti1e Comedy 
as forming a Tragic Entity. Aside from this slight distinction, 
tl1ere is a tendency in the Tragedy to portray lack of Hepentanoe 
and a Defiance of the Divine Luw manifested by the Sinners or 
Victims of Divine Retribution, y1ho refuse to ac·quieace to Heaven. 
This does not mean that the olement of Repentance is impossible 
but that the forces of·Evil either deliberately refuse to accept 
such reoogni tion of tb.eir own wrong, such as 1s true with Appio 
2 
Claudio, or they ne,rnr manifest a. conscience VJ hi ch would involve 
the weighing of Good vs. Evil. Thus it is that Appio Claudio 
blindly thinlts he is robbing He~ven of administering Justice 
when he defiantly commits suicide. Los Siete Infant es d-e Lara 
1.Los Siete Infantes de Lara. 
2.La Muerte de Virginia. 
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must be exoepted in this regard for the murderers recognize 
their ain against Heaven,'tb.ough they are portrayed as poss-
essing Fear of Death rather than·Deep Repentance. 
From tb.e preoeeding, i't may be concluded that in Cueva 
the Drama is an Imitation of Actions, heroic or popular, the 
End of wll1oh por'trays the triumph ~r Divine Retribution by act-
ions· Of varied and shaded degrees or the Terrible and Piteous, 
and secondly, an imitation of' actions, National and Traditional 
with very little oonoern to classical .ret:;,"Ulation. 
CONCLUSION. 
·From the preoeeding discussion a oonolusion rnay be re-
ached. in regard to tha true relation and position of' tho drama 
of' Juan de la Cueva a.s opposed to the Greek, Latin, and Modern 
Spanish Theat.res, the latter of wnioll. in Cueva' s 1mmed1ate era 
embr.aoed the two tendencies ot Classicism a11d Nationalism as 
·:. 
two directly opposed and antagonistic elements.. suoh a comp-
ilation reveals Cueva' a Theory, soparate from his poetical pre-
cepts. a.nd derived only from his actual 'fi"torks to be one ot re-
form and innovation in the Spanish Drama. This ref'orm'would 
point to;-
1. General broadening of the Spanish Drama to include, 
a. Fusion of' the two tendencies of claasioism and ----·· . - . -
nationalism, accomplished by mode:rn1zat1on of the 
Classical Drama to the Spanish Stage. 
b. Popular introduction. of historical facts into the 
----------------------------~------------Hational Theatre based ·on Legend e.nd Popular Trad-
1 tion peculiar to Spai11. 
2. Developement of the l1iodern Span1.sh Corue.dy or "0omedia11 
- ' 
from the simple :torm or re;(.resenta.. t1 ve episodes fro·m 
Life and Light Wit to fl.a;zs with a Moral End. 
The first is accomplished by acceptance with a ·modern 
interpretation of certain classical precepts, and by a. disre-
gard or certain olaaaioal pracopta as too strictly lim1 ting and 
unreal to be accepted by a modern civil iza. tion. Thus a brief 
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aumma~ or the drama of Cueva reveals this to be true;-
·El .. ements which show adapt-
!\111.on or olassioal pr!_Ga12ts 
to Modern Civilization. 
A . C.l bl ; ··i ; ... • ~u bee ~ . 
l• .Ideology or Divine Ret-
·ribution and Triumph or 
the Moral Law over the 
Human Law as the Supreme 
Law ot. Justice. 
2. Pity and Terror as react-
ionary emotions. · 
3 .. Acceptance of History and 
Tradition as Source. 
B. Structure. 
l. Prologue 
2. Character verisimilitude 
3. Uae of' Cate.strophe. 
Elements which sho'!.J!!sr~ga~d 
or _classical precept a a an~ 
~!leg_'!;!ent .innovations or 
changes. 
A. _sub.lect. . 
1. F~s1on. or Comedy and Tragedy 
by introdqoingf 
a. in Tragedy-
1. Popular~ oharaoter 
2. Tender Passions 
3. Popular Tradition 
b. in Comedy- , · 
l. Avoidance and the Disou.rd1ng 
of Wit and· the H1d1culous as 
exclusively comic. 
2., Aristocracy 
3. Tragic .Emot1one.. and ideology 
· 2. Adaptation of_ a certain degree or 
Free-will as opposed to thH ~ 
of Fate. 
3. Acceptance of Imagination and 
Feigning through Pure Invention 
as Source. 
B. Structure. 
l. Definitely shows that it is not 
necessary to follow any of the 
three unities. 
2. Catastrophe 
a. Admits Presentation before 
the eyes of the spectators. 
b. Admits its execution through 
r?-ndom throughout, as o.tiposed 
to the early oat. of the 
Greeks. 
3., Substitution of the chorus as a 
mean~ or technicl division by a 
four-act div is ion. 




With the exception of hia Seneca.n tendency or catastrophic por-
trayal, and tb.e advocation or f!:!!e-will, the innovations and ch-
anges noted ivere later mentioned in his Poetica. 
In regard to his innovation of introducing plays with a. 
Moral Enq, we would note that the result is a more complex, more 
distinotive, and more massive T~ra of Inter2..§!, containing el-
ements of Sublime Tragedy and· high moral tone ns well as Comedy. 
This must have been accomplished by a conscious effort, for his 
Poetioa clearly characterizes th.e extreme simpl.eneas ·or the othr;r-
l 
wise *' ingenious Sto1•y of' Spain. n ~.,urthermore the entire theatre 
of Cueva rather concerns itself witb. Interest· whose stimulus is 
the more serious and grave aapeots o! Life and whose reaction is 
the natural one of appeal and diversion void of' any element of 
loud amusement which woulci call for the loud and impilsive laugt1. 
For it must be remembered that the dominating moral tone of' each 
play is Divine Retribution, presented through varying shades of 
Emotion. 
Thus, even 'though it ie recognized that his theatre is 
very irregular, inverisim.111 to us> a11d allowing many enormities, 
it is to ba classified as an innovation in .the developement and 
structure of the Spanish Drama, and Juan de la Cueva himself is 
to be admired for his dra.mat1o fore-sight and. his fearlessness 
in introducing elements heretofore either condemned or Unknown 
to the Stage. 
L. See above, P• 29. 
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Thus, it may b~ concluded that Cueva would leave the 
drama as an Imi tatic>n of Actions, heJ?oic or _popular 1 portraying 
a Moral End, by actions of varied and shaded degrees or tl~e 
Terrible and Ptteous 1 and second, an Imitation or Actions, Nat-
ional and Trad.1 t1or1al w1 th very 11 ttle oonoern to olassioal reg-
ulation~ 
I ~' ; 
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